
Best Practice: Survey 2

1. To Nourish, Nurture, Respect & Celebrate: Striving 
for Excellence

To Nourish, Nurture, Respect & Celebrate

The title of this page is a statement that (when analysed) covers all 
aspects of the Green Bridges project.

Statements about an organisation's "Best "or "Good" Practice are 
indicators of the principles & standards by which they (the 
organisation & its members) operate.

'Striving for excellence' is a phrase used to explain what the term 
'Best' or 'Good' Practice implies.

It requires, by groups & individuals, a series of practical intentions 
to be present in all thoughts, plans and actions.

The intentions are manifested in 'protocols' that guide & determine 
group & individual actions and relationships.

The intentions and protocols embody the principles and ethics that 
underlie the reasons, aims and ethical purposes of a group.

 
This survey is part of a process to ensure the Green Bridges 
partnership has a commonly agreed set of principles & statements 
that apply to all aspects of the project.



For example: 'Respect' & 'Care' are not principles confined to 
environmental matters - they need to be absorbed & imbued in all 
attitudes and actions.

Attempting to achieve 'excellence' is frequently disrupted by 
circumstance & lack of personal and group understanding.

Therefore the word 'striving' is added to describing the process:
(STRIVE: A strong verb meaning, in English to "try hard" )
 

Striving for Excellence:
Nourishing, Nurturing, Respecting & Celebrating

Each & All

1. Good management practice
(as summarised by FI: "development for staff in line with 
individual needs of learners and organisational objectives")

Please provide 2 or 3 examples that you consider a Green 
Bridges Policy statement should include *

2. Health & Safety 
(specifically related to Green Bridges ‘outdoor’ activities)

Please provide 2 or 3 examples that you consider a Green 
Bridges Policy statement should include

3. Safeguarding



(The process of protecting people by providing safe and 
effective care & including all procedures designed to prevent 
harm & abuse)

Please provide 2 or 3 examples that you consider a Green 
Bridges Policy statement should include *

4. Data protection
(this forms part of our contract & requires no further 
information from partners. 
See Annex I Article II .7. Partners are advised to ensure 
such processes are embodied in the rules and procedures 
of their own organisation)

 

5. Good environmental practice 
(human behaviours towards the general environment & 
natural world)

Please provide 2 or 3 examples that you consider a Green 
Bridges Policy statement should include *


